Comparison of Pre-Event VHR Optical Data and Post-Event PolSAR Data to Investigate Damage Caused by the 2011 Japan Tsunami in Built-Up Areas
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Abstract: Combining pre-disaster optical and post-disaster synthetic aperture radar (SAR) satellite data is essential for the timely damage investigation because the availability of data in a disaster area is usually limited. This article proposes a novel method to assess damage in urban areas by analyzing combined pre-disaster very high resolution (VHR) optical data and post-disaster polarimetric SAR (PolSAR) data, which has rarely been used in previous research because the two data have extremely different characteristics. To overcome these differences and effectively compare VHR optical data and PolSAR data, a technique to simulate polarization orientation angles (POAs) in built-up areas was developed using building orientations extracted from VHR optical data. The POA is an intrinsic parameter of PolSAR data and has a physical relationship with building orientation. A damage level indicator was also proposed, based on the consideration of diminished homogeneity of POA values by damaged buildings. The indicator is the difference between directional dispersions of the pre and post-disaster POA values. Damage assessment in urban areas was conducted by using the indicator calculated with the simulated pre-disaster POAs from VHR optical data and the derived post-disaster PolSAR POAs. The proposed method was validated on the case study of the 2011 tsunami in Japan using pre-disaster KOMPSAT-2 data and post-disaster ALOS/PALSAR-1 data. The experimental results demonstrated that the proposed method accurately simulated the POAs with a root mean square error (RMSE) value of 2.761° and successfully measured the level of damage in built-up areas. The proposed method can facilitate efficient and fast damage assessment in built-up areas by comparing pre-disaster VHR optical data and post-disaster PolSAR data.
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1. Introduction

Remote sensing techniques have been developed during the past few decades to detect damage induced by natural disasters. Numerous studies have successfully mapped such damage using spaceborne data, particularly optical data and synthetic aperture radar (SAR) data, due to its broad sensing ability. The common method to detect disaster-induced damage is based on the change detection technique whereby the data remotely sensed, before and after the disaster, are compared. Disaster-induced damage should be immediately assessed in order to initiate a prompt rescue operation. Therefore, it is necessary to acquire data shortly after a disaster. In this situation, a SAR is
superior to an optical sensor due to its relative insensitivity to the weather and illumination conditions. Several studies have investigated disaster-induced damage using pre and post-disaster SAR data [1–6]. Recently, damage investigation has been improved using fully polarimetric SAR (PolSAR) data because it allows more efficient results with its additional polarization scattering mechanism compared to a single polarization mode [5,6].

However, pre-disaster SAR data is less abundant than pre-disaster optical data because optical sensors have traditionally been used. Therefore, the combination of pre-disaster optical data and post-disaster SAR data is regarded as desirable for rapid damage assessment [7]. Due to the significant radiometric and geometric differences between optical and SAR data, it is practically impossible to directly compare the two data. The previous studies using both data have been focused on well integrating different types of information derived from each data for land cover and land use mapping [8–11]. The research comparing the two data, particularly the pre-disaster optical data and the post-disaster SAR data, for damage mapping has been relatively less conducted [7,12].

To overcome the differences and to enable direct comparison between them, simulation methods have been suggested [7,12]. In these studies, the authors numerically simulated a SAR backscattering signal of an individual building using its geometric parameters estimated from pre-disaster optical data and assessed building damage by comparing the simulated SAR image to an actual post-disaster SAR image. These alternative methods of rapidly detecting disaster-induced damage have been used effectively to assess damage; however, they use very high resolution (VHR) SAR data to detect damage from individual buildings. Consequently, it is difficult to apply these previous methods to the combination of pre-disaster optical data and post-disaster PolSAR data because the fully PolSAR data is relatively coarse.

Considering the advantages of PolSAR data revealed in many applications [5,6,13–15], it is worth analyzing the potential of combining pre-disaster optical data and post-disaster PolSAR data for damage detection, but very few studies have used such data combination. Plank et al. [16] used such data combination for landslide mapping. The areas with a high vegetation index value in pre-disaster optical data and a low entropy value in post-disaster PolSAR data were extracted as landslides. The work in Reference [16] showed that combining optical data and PolSAR data is an efficient way to map damage, but it is limited to landslides. Damage detection methods for urban areas, where there can be huge loss of human life and property, are necessary to be developed. Therefore, in this article, we propose a novel method of assessing disaster-induced damage in built-up areas by comparing pre-disaster optical data with post-disaster PolSAR data.

Similar to the previous methods using pre-disaster optical data and post-disaster SAR data [7,12], the proposed method is based on a simulation approach to deal with the extreme differences and to effectively compare the pre-disaster optical data and post-disaster PolSAR data. Numerous polarimetric parameters are derived from PolSAR data [6,17–19], and each one relates to different characteristics of ground scatterers. Of the parameters, we focused on the polarization orientation angle (POA) because it has a physical relationship with building orientation [20–22], which can be estimated using VHR optical data. Therefore, the proposed method first simulates the pre-disaster POA using pre-disaster VHR optical data. The simulated pre-disaster POA is compared to the estimated post-disaster PolSAR POA to investigate disaster-induced damage. Particularly, the proposed method uses an index, which is the difference between directional dispersions of the pre- and the post-disaster POAs in a small built-up area, to measure the damage level.

The remainder of this article is organized as follows. In Section 2, we briefly review POA shifts in built-up areas. In Section 3, we describe the three steps of the proposed method in detail: (1) Post-disaster PolSAR POA estimation, (2) pre-disaster POA simulation using VHR optical data, and (3) damage assessment. In Section 4, we evaluate the performance of the proposed method using KOMPSAT-2 data and ALOS/PALSAR-1 data acquired before and after the 2011 tsunami in Japan, respectively. In Section 5, we provide the conclusion.
2. POA in Built-Up Areas

A POA is an inherent parameter of PolSAR data and one of three parameters of the polarization ellipse describing the wave polarization of a scatterer—amplitude $A$, orientation angle $\theta$, and ellipticity angle $\tau$, as depicted in Figure 1a [23]. The POA $\theta$ is defined by the angle between the major axis of the polarization ellipse and the horizontal axis. The received POA from a scatterer is changed if the surface of the scatter is not horizontal. The shift of the POA is affected by the slopes of the tilted surface and radar look angles, as in Equation (1):

$$\tan \theta = \frac{\tan \omega}{-\tan \gamma \cos \phi + \sin \phi},$$

where $\phi$ is the radar incidence angle, and $\tan \omega$ and $\tan \gamma$ are the slopes of the surface in the azimuth (i.e., flight) direction and the ground range directions, respectively [24,25].

![Figure 1. (a) Polarization ellipse; (b) Illustration of the polarization orientation angle (POA) in a built-up area for oriented buildings; and (c) Illustration of the POA changes in a built-up area for damaged buildings. Red lines indicate the reflections from the walls with the rotation angle $\alpha$ along the azimuth direction. Blue lines indicate the reflections from damaged parts of buildings.](image)

When analyzing the received signal of PolSAR data, the neighboring pixels are usually spatially averaged (i.e., multi-looked) to reduce speckle noise or to make a nearly square azimuth and range pixel size. In built-up areas, numerous complicated features are spread out, and the size of the averaged pixel is enough to cover several features. The observed POA is therefore a mixture of different POA shifts induced by the surfaces of various urban features. Buildings, which are the most dominant scatterers in built-up areas, induce deterministic POA shifts because they are uniformly distributed in a certain scale of area. On the contrary, other built-up features, such as vehicles or trees on a street, randomly induce POA shifts. Consequently, the observed POA of a built-up area is usually affected by the buildings.

Kimura [22] established a scattering model for built-up areas where there are three surfaces of the two major scatterers, the surrounding ground and the roof and the wall of a building. As the surface of the surrounding ground in built-up areas is commonly horizontal (i.e., $\tan \omega$ and $\tan \gamma$ are zero), there are no POA shifts due to the ground. In addition, the roofs do not induce POA shifts as they are almost flat. The amount of POA shift induced by a vertical wall is defined as Equation (2) because $\phi$ and $\tan \gamma$ in Equation (1) are converted to $(\pi/2 - \phi)$ and zero, respectively. In:

$$\tan \theta = \frac{-\tan \alpha}{\cos \phi},$$

$\alpha$ is the rotation angle of the vertical walls along the azimuth direction, as described in Figure 1b. The relationship between the POA and the building direction has been demonstrated by the experimental results in References [20–22]. The relationship between POAs and building directions has been expected to enable various applications for built-up areas, including building detection and characterization [23], a process to retrieve building parameters such as shape and height [26].
A group of parallel buildings induces similar POA shifts determined by Equation (2), and the neighboring POAs therefore appear homogeneous. When the buildings partially or entirely collapse as the result of a disaster, the remaining buildings and surrounding debris randomly induce POA shifts, and the POAs in built-up areas appear as random values (Figure 1c). The damaged areas are detectable by comparing two estimated POAs. The study in Reference [5] verified that the POA became fluctuated after the tsunami and proposed an efficient index for damage investigation in built-up areas. The index in Reference [5] is the standard deviation of the differences between pre and post-tsunami POAs sorted in descending order.

3. The Proposed Method

Figure 2 shows a block diagram of the proposed method, which consists of a preprocessing step and three main steps. The preprocessing step of PolSAR data is required for registration, as described in Section 3.3.1. The three main steps are: (1) Post-disaster PolSAR POA estimation; (2) pre-disaster POA simulation using VHR optical data; and (3) damage assessment. A detailed explanation of each step is as follows.

![Block diagram of the proposed method](image)

**Figure 2.** Block diagram of the proposed method. The regular grid-based Hough transform (RGHT) is the line extraction method proposed by Yeom and Kim [27]. A SPAN image represents the total scattering power of PolSAR data as Equation (9). An index D is the damage level indicator proposed in this article as Equation (13).

### 3.1. Step 1: Post-Disaster PolSAR POA Estimation

PolSAR data is represented using the scattering matrix $S$ in Equation (3), as follows:

$$S = \begin{bmatrix} S_{hh} & S_{hv} \\ S_{vh} & S_{vv} \end{bmatrix},$$  
(3)

where $S_{hv}$ indicates the backscattering of the horizontal transmitting and vertical receiving polarizations; the other terms are defined in a similar way. The multi-looked PolSAR data can be represented by the covariance matrix or the coherency matrix [28]. The coherency matrix $T$ based on the reciprocity condition ($S_{hv} \approx S_{vh}$) is defined as:

$$T = \langle kk^T \rangle = \begin{bmatrix} T_{11} & T_{12} & T_{13} \\ T_{21} & T_{22} & T_{23} \\ T_{31} & T_{32} & T_{33} \end{bmatrix},$$  
(4)
where $⟨·⟩$ indicates averaging and $k = [S_{hh} + S_{vv} S_{hh} - S_{vv} \sqrt{2S_{hv}}]^T$ is a Pauli scattering vector. The superscripts * and $^T$ denote the complex conjugate and the transpose, respectively.

There are several methods to estimate POA from PolSAR data [24,29–31]. The most efficient method was proposed by Lee et al. [24]. They modified and refined the POA estimation method based on the circular polarization proposed in [31] and investigated why their method worked well [25]. According to the method in [24], the POA $\theta$ is calculated using the components of the coherence matrix, as follows:

$$\theta = \frac{1}{4} \tan^{-1} \left( \frac{2\text{Re}(T_{23})}{T_{22} - T_{33}} \pm n\pi \right),$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

where $\text{Re}(T_{23})$ is the real part of $T_{23}$ and $\pm n\pi$ ($n = 0, 1$) is necessary to prevent the coherency matrix from being rotated toward the wrong axis [24,32]. The range of the estimated POA is limited from $-45^\circ$ to $45^\circ$.

3.2. Step 2: Pre-Disaster POA Simulation Using VHR Optical Data

The purpose of this step is to simulate pre-disaster POAs as accurately as possible to assess disaster-induced damage instead of perhaps absent pre-disaster PolSAR POAs. According to Equation (2), two factors are necessary for simulating POAs in built-up areas—the rotation angle of the vertical walls along the azimuth direction $\alpha$ and the radar incidence angle $\phi$. The latter is determined by the geometry of the PolSAR platform. Therefore, the major challenge in this step is to estimate accurate building orientations. Fortunately, the building orientations can be accurately estimated using VHR optical data because they are appropriate for building characterization based on the excellent visibility of the optical data.

The building orientations are estimated using a simple new technique proposed in this article instead of building detection techniques already proposed in References [33–37]. Such previous techniques are not suitable to estimate the building orientations because they cannot automatically detect all buildings, which has been constantly argued in References [33,35,36]. Furthermore, the spatial resolution of post-disaster multi-looked PolSAR POAs is generally sufficient to cover multiple small buildings in one pixel; therefore, estimating dominant orientation of a group of buildings is appropriate for pre-disaster POA simulation. The orientation of an individual building detected by the previously developed building detection technique incurs additional computational costs. Therefore, the proposed technique is optimized for estimating the major orientation of a group of buildings. The spatial resolution of the estimated building orientations is the same as that of the post-disaster multi-looked PolSAR data to be compared.

In general, multiple buildings are uniformly distributed and parallel to neighboring roads. Consequently, they exhibit noticeable lines, and the building orientation of a group of buildings is determined using those lines. The proposed estimation technique of building orientation using VHR optical data is based on the lines and consists of three steps: (1) Line extraction using the regular grid-based Hough transform (RGHT) [27]; (2) building orientation angle (BOA) estimation using directional mean; and (3) converting the estimated BOA to POA. A BOA is an angle between a building wall and the $x$-axis direction of the VHR optical image. These three steps are described in detail in the subsequent sections.

3.2.1. Line Extraction Using the RGHT

Lines are representative features in the built-up areas; therefore, many urban applications have used them [35–39]. The Hough transform (HT) [40] is the common line extraction method in such applications. The HT was originally developed in the computer vision field, and numerous applications have demonstrated its advantages [41,42]. However, it has some limitations when applied to remote sensing data. One is that the HT has a high computational cost because remote sensing data includes numerous edges [43,44]. The HT also neglects the connectivity among edges [45] and extracted inappropriate lines from built-up areas where objects are complexly concentrated. Therefore, Yeom
and Kim [27] proposed a RGHT to solve such problems. The RGHT extracts the HT lines from each grid and extends them between neighboring grids. The RGHT is a simple, bottom-up method that efficiently extracts lines at buildings and roads without omission [27].

Most of the VHR optical satellites acquire data via not only the panchromatic (Pan) band, but also via several multi-spectral (MS) bands. As the spatial resolution of the Pan image is generally four times better than that of the MS images, the dominant lines in built-up areas are extracted from the Pan image. The popular Canny edge operator [46] generates an edge image that the line extraction method will be applied to. To extract sufficient noticeable lines in built-up areas, the size of the regular grid is set to 10 pixels (i.e., 10 m in the KOMPSAT-2 Pan image), which is appropriate for the detection of most urban features, and the peak number parameter is four. These parameters were the same as those in Reference [27], which efficiently extracted lines from urban objects. Figure 3 shows the line extracted by the RGHT with the above-mentioned parameters. As expected, the lines well delineate the major objects in built-up areas.

![Figure 3. (a) Original very high-resolution (VHR) panchromatic (Pan) image; and (b) Lines extracted by the regular grid-based Hough transform (RGHT) (red lines).](image)

### 3.2.2. BOA Estimation Using Directional Mean

As mentioned, we estimate a BOA in a certain area, called the window in this article, as wide as the spatial resolution of post-disaster PolSAR data. Because of the complicated objects in built-up areas, there are several broken lines extracted by the RGHT in the window. As they well delineate built-up objects parallel to buildings, as shown in Figure 3b, their directions are relevant to the building directions. The mean angle of the disconnected lines in the window is considered a BOA. It is obvious that the simple mean generally used is inappropriate for angular data. For example, the simple mean of two angular values 1° and 359° is 180°; however, the ideal mean should be 0°. To solve this problem, we apply the directional statistic technique to calculate the mean angle.

Suppose there are \( n \) angular observations, \( \nu_1, \nu_2, \nu_3, \ldots, \nu_n \); the directional mean \( \mu_{dir} \) is given by [47]:

\[
\mu_{dir} = \tan^{-1} \left( \frac{\bar{Y}}{\bar{X}} \right) + n\pi,
\]

where \( \bar{X} = \sum^n_i (\cos \nu'_i) / n \) and \( \bar{Y} = \sum^n_i (\sin \nu'_i) / n \). \( n \) is zero if \( \bar{X} > 0 \) and \( \bar{Y} > 0 \), \( n \) is 1 if \( \bar{X} > 0 \), and \( n \) is 2 if \( \bar{X} > 0 \) and \( \bar{Y} < 0 \). \( \nu' \) is defined as:

\[
\nu' = \frac{\nu \times 360^\circ}{(b - a)},
\]

where the range of an angular data is \([a, b]\), as Equation (6) is defined as assuming the angular observations range \([0^\circ, 360^\circ]\). The angles of line direction have a range from \(0^\circ\) to \(180^\circ\). Furthermore, the original formulas \( \bar{X} \) and \( \bar{Y} \) do not consider the lengths of the lines that can be used as the weights. We modified them to include the length of each line \( l \) to be \( \bar{X} = \sum^n_i (l_i \cos \nu'_i) / \sum^n_i l_i \) and \( \bar{Y} = \sum^n_i (l_i \sin \nu'_i) / \sum^n_i l_i \).
Unfortunately, some of the lines could be irrelevant to building direction because the RGHT extracts sufficient lines in built-up areas without omission. Such false lines are generally extracted from randomly distributed objects such as vehicles in parking lots as presented in Figure 3b. Even though these lines are usually short and have low weights, they distort the mean angle calculated by Equation (6) and should be eliminated to improve the accuracy of the estimated BOAs.

To reduce the effects of the false lines, the directional mean angle is calculated twice. First, a directional mean angle of all the extracted lines in a window is calculated. Due to the low weights of some incorrect lines, the calculated value tends to be close to the major building direction in the window. The incorrect lines are far from the first mean value. Therefore, the BOA is determined by the second directional mean angle calculated with the selected lines, the angles of which are ±15° from the first mean value.

It is found that the RGHT extracts lines from the boundaries of shadows, as shown in Figure 3b. These lines can be a problem when a number of high-rise buildings are located in a built-up area. The false lines from the shadows of the high-rise buildings are normally long and parallel to the sun azimuth angle. Thus, the first directional mean value from such area can be dissimilar to the major building direction. The VHR optical data with a high sun elevation angle can reduce the errors by the shadows of the high-rise buildings. When such optical data is not available, the false lines from the shadows of the high-rise buildings can be removed using the sun azimuth angle of optical data before calculating the first mean value.

### 3.2.3. Converting BOA to POA

POAs in built-up areas are calculated using Equation (2) with the accurately estimated BOAs from the previous step. However, the estimated BOAs are oriented angles along the x-axis direction of the VHR optical Pan image, which does not correspond to the azimuth direction of the PolSAR image. As the numerator of Equation (2) is a BOA along the azimuth direction of PolSAR data, the estimated BOA should be adjusted considering the difference in angles between the x-axis direction of the VHR optical data and the azimuth direction of the PolSAR data. The adjusted BOA is denominated as BOAz in this article.

The incidence angle is another factor in POA simulation. Due to the geometry between the PolSAR platform and the earth surface, the incidence angle changes along the range direction. Fortunately, the incidence angle of spaceborne PolSAR data, which is very suitable for investigating disaster-induced damage, does not dramatically change along the range direction. Therefore, the fixed value, particularly the approximate incidence angle at the center of post-disaster PolSAR image, can be used in the denominator of Equation (2). Additionally, the incidence angle should be changed if the airborne PolSAR data, the incidence angle of which varies significantly, is used. The POA using VHR optical data is simulated using Equation (8), defined as:

\[
\theta_{sim} = \tan^{-1}\left(\frac{-\tan \text{BOA}_{az}}{\cos \phi}\right) \pm \frac{n \pi}{2}
\]

where \(\pm \frac{n \pi}{2}(n = 0, 1)\) is necessary for the simulated POA value and has a range from \(-45°\) to \(45°\), the same as the PolSAR POA in Equation (5).

### 3.3. Step 3: Damage Assessment

#### 3.3.1. Image Registration

To accurately investigate disaster-induced damage, the simulated pre-disaster POA and the estimated post-disaster PolSAR POA must be well registered. Image registration refers to aligning two images to have the corresponding coordinates through a geometric transformation performed on one of the images [48]. The transformed image is the sensed image, and the other is the reference image. Unfortunately, the derived POAs are inappropriate for finding the optimal geometric transformation.
between the data covering diverse land cover because their physical relationship is restricted to the built-up areas. Therefore, the transformation model is optimized using the Pan image of VHR optical data and the SPAN image of the PolSAR data instead of using the POAs. The optimized transformation model is then applied to a POA.

Methods for image registration are generally classified into two categories, area and feature-based techniques. The former use pixel intensity values of two images to find optimal geometric transformation. The latter uses reliable features, such as lines and points. Considering the difficulties in extracting common features between optical and SAR data, we adopt the area-based method to register the Pan and SPAN images. The SPAN image represents the total scattering power of the PolSAR data, as follows:

\[
\text{SPAN} = T_{11} + T_{22} + T_{33},
\]

where \( T_{ij} \) is the \( ij \)th component of the coherency matrix in Equation (4).

If two images are well registered, the similarity between their pixel intensity values is high. The normalized mutual information (MI), which is the modified version of the MI in Reference [49], is used to measure the similarity. The MI is an extensively used measurement and is robust to nonlinear radiometric differences, which is the typical relationship existing between optical and SAR data [50]. The normalized MI is less sensitive to changes in image overlap than the original MI. The normalized MI of two images \( A \) and \( B \) can be described as:

\[
\text{MI}(A, B) = \frac{H(A) + H(B)}{H(A, B)},
\]

where \( H(A) \) and \( H(B) \) are the marginal entropies of \( A \) and \( B \), respectively, and \( H(A, B) \) is their joint entropy [49].

To simplify the registration process, all the PolSAR data are geocoded to the same map projection of the VHR optical data using the metadata after the multi-looking process. The Pan image is down-sampled to the same resolution of the geocoded SPAN image that is relatively coarse. In this way, the rotation and scale differences between the images are eliminated, and only differences in the translation of the \( x \)- and \( y \)-directions remain. There are usually dozens of pixels between the down-sampled Pan image and the geocoded SPAN image. Consequently, the final transformation of the sensed image can be described as:

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
    x' \\
    y'
\end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix}
    x \\
    y
\end{bmatrix} + \begin{bmatrix}
    p \\
    q
\end{bmatrix},
\]

where \( (x', y') \) is the transformed coordinate of a pixel in the sensed image, and \( (x, y) \) is the original coordinate. \( p \) and \( q \) are the offsets in the \( x \)- and \( y \)-directions, respectively. The reference image is fixed, and the sensed image is moved over the reference image from \([-20, 20]\) pixels in both the \( x \)- and \( y \)-directions at one pixel spacing. The MI value is calculated with every movement. The parameters at the maximum MI value are assumed as the optimum offset, \( p \) and \( q \), in Equation (11). In this article, the offsets are estimated using the down-sampled Pan image as the reference image and the geocoded SPAN image as the sensed image. The PolSAR POA is transformed according to Equation (11) with the optimum offsets. The transformed PolSAR POA is expected to be well aligned with the simulated POA from VHR optical data.

3.3.2. Index for the Damage Assessment

The POA values are homogeneous in a small built-up area where the buildings are regularly orientated. After those buildings are physically damaged, the destroyed buildings and the surrounding debris induce random POA values, as depicted in Figure 1c. As the damage level increases, the reflections from the damaged parts become stronger and they overwhelm the homogeneous
reflections from the undestroyed parts of the buildings. Therefore, the homogeneous POA values in the small built-up area become heterogeneous. The usefulness of this change between pre and post-disaster POA distributions for damage assessment on a city block scale was demonstrated in Reference [5] using the standard deviation of the differences between pre and post-disaster POAs.

Considering that the POA is angular data, we use a directional dispersion $r_{dir}$, defined as Equation (12), instead of the common standard deviation. The directional dispersion is similar to the standard deviation.

\[ r_{dir} = \sqrt{\bar{X}^2 + \bar{Y}^2} \]  (12)

$\bar{X}$ and $\bar{Y}$ are defined in Equation (6). The range of $r_{dir}$ is from 0 to 1. A value of 0 means that the angular observations are uniformly dispersed. On the contrary, a value of 1 means that they are completely concentrated [47]. The relatively homogeneous pre-disaster POAs show higher $r_{dir}$ value than the post-disaster POAs.

As the reduction of homogeneity in POAs in the small built-up area due to the disaster, the $r_{dir}$ value of post-disaster POAs decreases. Consequently, the difference between the $r_{dir}$ values of pre and post-disaster POAs is a good index for damage assessment. The proposed index D using the directional dispersion is defined as:

\[ D = \begin{cases} r_{dir, \text{pre}} - r_{dir, \text{post}} & \text{if } r_{dir, \text{pre}} - r_{dir, \text{post}} \geq 0 \\ 0 & \text{if } r_{dir, \text{pre}} - r_{dir, \text{post}} < 0 \end{cases} \]  (13)

where $r_{dir, \text{pre}}$ and $r_{dir, \text{post}}$ are the directional dispersions of pre- and post-disaster POAs in the small area. The size of the small area is set at 5 by 5 pixels in this article, which is determined by considering the average block size of the study site. A positive value of D is only considered for damage assessment and ranges from 0 to 1. The index D value represents the damage level in built-up areas since the higher the D value is, the more severe the damage induced by the disaster.

The objective of this study is to investigate disaster-induced damage using a combination of pre-disaster VHR optical data and post-disaster PolSAR data, which enables fast investigation of the damage. Therefore, the index D is calculated with the simulated pre-disaster POAs from VHR optical data and the post-disaster POAs from PolSAR data, which have the corresponding coordinates through the previous registration process.

4. Study Site and Data Description

An earthquake of magnitude 9.0 occurred off the Northern Pacific coast of Japan in the Tohoku region and induced a catastrophic tsunami with a maximum height up to 40 m on 11 March 2011. The study site is located in the city of Ishinomaki, Miyagi prefecture, reported as the most severely damaged prefecture, with 83,003 completely collapsed buildings and 155,130 partially destroyed buildings [51].

Table 1 shows the remotely sensed data used for mapping damage caused by the 2011 Japan tsunami in built-up areas by comparing the simulated pre-tsunami POA using VHR optical data to the estimated post-tsunami POA from PolSAR data. The VHR optical data for the pre-tsunami was acquired on 1 October 2009 by KOMPSAT-2, of which the spatial resolutions for the Pan and MS images are one m and four m, respectively. Figure 4 shows the false color image of KOMPSAT-2 data as replacing the red channel of the RGB composition by the near infrared (NIR) band. The vegetated areas, such as forests and croplands, are distinctly red compared with the built-up areas. There is no high-rise building in built-up areas.
was a light rainfall with the total precipitation of 0.5 mm during the 12 h before the pre-tsunami data acquisition. The spatial resolutions of the two single-look PolSAR data are very similar since they have the almost same acquisition parameters with the nearly identical viewing configuration (Table 1). There was a light rainfall with the total precipitation of 0.5 mm during the 12 h before the pre-tsunami data acquisition. In addition, there was no rainfall during the 12 h before the post-tsunami data acquisition [52].

To register the KOMPSAT-2 data and the ALOS/PALSAR-1 data, the single-look ALOS/PALSAR data were preprocessed, as aforementioned in Section 3.3.1. A seven-look multi-looking process in the azimuth direction was first performed on both single-look PolSAR data in order to make their azimuth and range pixel size nearly square. The multi-looking process also reduces inevitable speckle noise of PolSAR data. The coordinates of the multi-looked PolSAR data do not correspond with that of the VHR optical data. Therefore, the multi-looked PolSAR data were geocoded to the map projection of KOMPSAT-2 data, Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 54N with the World Geodetic System (WGS)-84 datum using the ALOS/PALSAR-1 metadata. The spatial resolution of the geocoded PolSAR data is 25 m using the nearest neighboring approach.

Figure 4a,b shows the pre and the post-tsunami Pauli RGB images of ALOS/PALSAR-1, respectively. The noticeable changes between the two images are mainly located in croplands. Tsunami-induced damage in built-up areas is difficult to be delineated by comparing two Pauli images. Consequently, various polarimetric parameters derived from fully PolSAR data have been

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data Type</th>
<th>Sensor</th>
<th>Acquired Data</th>
<th>Incidence Angle 1</th>
<th>Orbit Direction</th>
<th>Spatial Resolution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VHR optical data</td>
<td>KOMPSAT-2</td>
<td>1 October 2009 (Pre-event)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1 m (Panchromatic)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PolSAR</td>
<td>ALOS/PALSAR-1</td>
<td>2 April 2009 (Pre-event)</td>
<td>23.780°</td>
<td>Ascending</td>
<td>3.42 m (Azimuth)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PolSAR</td>
<td>ALOS/PALSAR-1</td>
<td>8 April 2011 (Post-event)</td>
<td>23.836°</td>
<td>Ascending</td>
<td>3.43 m (Azimuth)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 The incidence angles of ALOS/PALSAR-1 data are approximately estimated at the image center of single-look data.

Figure 4. False color image of KOMPAT-2 data on 1 October 2009. NIR, green, blue images are assigned to the RGB channel.

The post-tsunami SAR data in fully polarimetric mode was acquired by the ALOS/PALSAR-1 on April 8. As the L-band PolSAR data is in better agreement with Equation (2) than X-band [22], ALOS/PALSAR-1 data is thought appropriate to investigate damage in built-up areas using the POA shifts. To verify the usefulness of the pre-tsunami POA simulation step described in Section 3.2, the pre-tsunami fully polarimetric ALOS/PALSAR-1 data acquired on April 2, 2009 was used. The spatial resolutions of the two single-look PolSAR data are very similar since they have the almost same acquisition parameters with the nearly identical viewing configuration (Table 1). There was a light rainfall with the total precipitation of 0.5 mm during the 12 h before the pre-tsunami data acquisition. In addition, there was no rainfall during the 12 h before the post-tsunami data acquisition [52].

To register the KOMPSAT-2 data and the ALOS/PALSAR-1 data, the single-look ALOS/PALSAR data were preprocessed, as aforementioned in Section 3.3.1. A seven-look multi-looking process in the azimuth direction was first performed on both single-look PolSAR data in order to make their azimuth and range pixel size nearly square. The multi-looking process also reduces inevitable speckle noise of PolSAR data. The coordinates of the multi-looked PolSAR data do not correspond with that of the VHR optical data. Therefore, the multi-looked PolSAR data were geocoded to the map projection of KOMPSAT-2 data, Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 54N with the World Geodetic System (WGS)-84 datum using the ALOS/PALSAR-1 metadata. The spatial resolution of the geocoded PolSAR data is 25 m using the nearest neighboring approach.

Figure 5a,b shows the pre and the post-tsunami Pauli RGB images of ALOS/PALSAR-1, respectively. The noticeable changes between the two images are mainly located in croplands. Tsunami-induced damage in built-up areas is difficult to be delineated by comparing two Pauli images. Consequently, various polarimetric parameters derived from fully PolSAR data have been
alternatively used for the damage mapping [5,6,16]. The extreme differences between KOMPSAT-2 and ALOS/PALSAR-1 data found between Figures 4 and 5 indicate that damage assessment using the pre-disaster VHR optical data and the post-disaster PolSAR data is problematic. Therefore, we proposed the novel method based on the simulation approach to facilitate comparing the two data.

**Figure 5.** Pauli RGB images of (a) ALOS/PALSAR-1 on April 2, 2009; and (b) ALOS/PALSAR-1 on 8 April 2011. \(|S_{hh} - S_{vv}|, |S_{hv}|, \text{ and } |S_{hh} + S_{vv}| \) are assigned to the Pauli RGB channel.

The performance of the proposed index D for the damage assessment defined as Equation (13) was examined using the reference data. The reference data is the building damage map of the 2011 tsunami occurred in Japan and the building damage was interpreted using aerial photos [53]. As shown in Figure 6, the reference map does not cover the entire area of the study site. The building damage types at the study site were classified into five categories—high, low, and inundated damaged, undamaged, and unknown. It is found that the buildings near the seashore were severely damaged by the tsunami, as expected. Even though some clouds cover several areas in the KOMPSAT-2 image, they do not affect the performance validation of the proposed method because they do not cover the areas near the seashore, which are mainly damaged by the tsunami.
Figure 6. Map of building damage [53]. The building damage is categorized into five classes: High, low, and inundated-damaged, undamaged, and unknown. The locations of the nine selected districts for the validation, described in Section 5.2, are labeled as D1 to D9. The base image is the panchromatic image of the KOMPSAT-2 data.

5. Experimental Results and Discussion

5.1. POAs from ALOS/PALSAR-1 and KOMPSAT-2 Data

Figure 7 shows the PolSAR POAs derived from the pre- and the post-tsunami ALOS/PALSAR-1 data using Equation (5). The built-up areas manually delineated using the VHR optical data are highlighted with black lines. It is found that the POA values of the built-up areas are relatively homogeneous compared to areas with other types of landcover, such as forests and croplands. The homogeneous values are caused by the groups of parallel buildings, as mentioned in Section 2. The built-up areas can be divided into several homogeneous patches according to their dominant POA values. Some of them in Figure 7a near the seashore have fluctuated POA values in the post-tsunami POAs, as shown in Figure 7b. It is expected that the damaged areas can be distinguished, based on the difference between the POA distributions.

Figure 8a shows the estimated BOA using the proposed approach based on the RGHT and the directional means. The built-up areas at the study site can be divided into similar small patches of the pre-tsunami PolSAR data in Figure 7a. It shows that the POA values in built-up areas were affected by building directions defined as the theoretical model in Equation (2). To simulate POA from the estimated BOA, the incidence angle was assumed to be 23.836°, which corresponded to the incidence angle of post-tsunami ALOS/PALSAR-1 data (Table 1). The azimuth direction angle to the North was assumed to be 22°, which was an estimated value because the azimuth direction was omitted in the metadata of the ALOS/PALSAR-1 data.

Figure 8b shows the simulated POAs using the KOMPSAT-2 data. As the geometry of the ALOS/PALSAR-1 sensor and the earth’s surface is almost consistent, the simulated POAs can be compared to the pre-tsunami PolSAR POAs in Figure 7a, assuming there were no serious changes in built-up areas between the acquisition dates of the pre-tsunami ALOS/PALSAR-1 data and the KOMPSAT-2 data.
Figure 7. Estimated POAs using PolSAR data: (a) POAs from ALOS/PALSAR-1 on 2 April 2009; and (b) POAs from ALOS/PALSAR-1 on April 8, 2011. The range of the PolSAR POAs is from $-45^\circ$ to $45^\circ$. The densely built-up areas are highlighted with black solid lines. The areas highlighted with black dotted lines are the sparsely built-up areas.

The simulated POAs in Figure 8b are similar to the pre-tsunami PolSAR POAs in Figure 7a in built-up areas. The slight differences between them are inevitable. The simulated POAs are mainly determined by the lines; therefore, the small randomly distributed scatterers, such as small vegetation, cannot affect the simulation results. On the contrary, the PolSAR POAs are a mixture of the signals reflected by all the scatterers in each resolution cell. Furthermore, the simulated POAs are distorted where the line features are vague or particularly distinct. The vague lines are found in suburban areas where the sparse buildings cannot form continuous lines. These areas are highlighted with black dotted lines in Figures 7 and 8. The pre-tsunami PolSAR POAs are homogeneous in these areas, whereas the simulated POAs are not. The particularly distinct lines are found near an artery, such as a highway, where there are numerous line features, although few vertical surfaces exist. Moreover, these distinct lines are sometimes irrelevant to building orientations. Consequently, the proposed simulation approach is specialized for densely built-up areas.
Figure 8. Results from the POA simulation step using KOMPSAT-2 data: (a) The estimated BOAs. The range of the BOAs is adjusted from 0° to 90° considering that the typical shape of urban buildings is rectangular; and (b) the simulated POAs with 23.836° of the incidence angle from post-tsunami ALOS/PALSAR-1 data and 20° of the azimuth direction angle to the North. The range of the simulated POAs is from −45° to 45°. The densely built-up areas are highlighted with solid black lines, while the sparse built-up areas are highlighted with dotted black lines. The clouds are highlighted with white lines.

To validate the accuracy of the proposed simulation method, we quantitatively compared the simulated POA and the estimated pre-tsunami PolSAR POA. The comparison was restricted to densely built-up areas. The 15 small regions where neighboring buildings were uniformly oriented were selected from the KOMPSAT-2 Pan image. The selected regions have various actual BOAs that are manually measured.

As the simulated POAs are highly correlated with the estimated BOAs, the accuracy of BOAs was first evaluated (Table 2). The root mean square error (RMSE) of the estimated BOAs for the 15 selected areas is 2.956°. The minimum difference between them is −3.055°, and the maximum is 6.522°. These values indicate that the building orientation in a window was accurately estimated by the simple approach using the RGHT and the directional means. Furthermore, Table 2 shows the directional means $\mu_{\text{dir}}$ and dispersions $r_{\text{dir}}$ of the simulated POA values and the pre-disaster PolSAR POA values for the 15 selected areas. The RMSE between the directional means is 2.761°. The scatter
plot in Figure 9 shows the directional means of the simulated POAs versus the pre-tsunami PolSAR POAs for each selected region. The scatter plot with a $R^2$ value of 0.986 confirms that the simulated POAs are in good agreement with the PolSAR POAs. The quantitative comparison demonstrated that the PolSAR POAs in built-up areas can be accurately simulated from the VHR optical data using the proposed approach. This implies the simulated POAs can be alternatively used when the pre-tsunami PolSAR data is unavailable.

### Table 2. Comparison of the simulated polarization orientation angles (POAs) and the pre-tsunami PolSAR POAs ($^\circ$).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Regions</th>
<th>Actual BOA$_{az}$</th>
<th>Estimated BOA$_{az}$</th>
<th>Simulated POA</th>
<th>Pre-Tsunami PolSAR POA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>$\mu_{dir}$</td>
<td>$\mu_{dir}$</td>
<td>$r_{dir}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R1</td>
<td>−40.538</td>
<td>−36.040</td>
<td>35.533</td>
<td>0.689</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R2</td>
<td>−39.772</td>
<td>−35.096</td>
<td>33.764</td>
<td>0.792</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R3</td>
<td>−37.615</td>
<td>−31.093</td>
<td>29.536</td>
<td>0.729</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R4</td>
<td>−22.559</td>
<td>−20.417</td>
<td>18.748</td>
<td>0.711</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R5</td>
<td>−19.128</td>
<td>−16.808</td>
<td>15.775</td>
<td>0.903</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R6</td>
<td>−13.752</td>
<td>−14.708</td>
<td>14.100</td>
<td>0.902</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R7</td>
<td>−10.681</td>
<td>−10.623</td>
<td>10.028</td>
<td>0.920</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R8</td>
<td>−7.956</td>
<td>−9.971</td>
<td>9.952</td>
<td>0.976</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R9</td>
<td>−6.738</td>
<td>−8.339</td>
<td>7.925</td>
<td>0.882</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R10</td>
<td>−3.583</td>
<td>−4.469</td>
<td>4.107</td>
<td>0.912</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R11</td>
<td>2.934</td>
<td>2.073</td>
<td>−2.031</td>
<td>0.864</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R12</td>
<td>15.318</td>
<td>12.955</td>
<td>−12.246</td>
<td>0.861</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R13</td>
<td>16.426</td>
<td>13.371</td>
<td>−12.148</td>
<td>0.745</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R14</td>
<td>19.408</td>
<td>16.927</td>
<td>−15.438</td>
<td>0.924</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R15</td>
<td>44.436</td>
<td>41.924</td>
<td>−41.496</td>
<td>0.670</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^1$ The BOAs range from $-45^\circ$ to $45^\circ$ because rectangular buildings have two perpendicular oriented angles.

Figure 9. The directional means of the simulated POA versus the pre-tsunami PolSAR POA for the 15 selected regions. The red line indicates that the two POAs are corresponding.

5.2. Tsunami-Induced Damage Investigation

In this section, we validate the performance of the proposed index D for damage assessment in built-up areas and the possibility of replacing the pre-tsunami PolSAR POA with the simulated POA.
from VHR optical data. Three index D maps representing the tsunami-induced damage level were generated using the different pairs of the extracted POAs, as shown in Figure 10. The densely built-up areas focused on in this article are highlighted with solid red lines. The sparsely built-up areas and the clouds are referentially highlighted with dotted red lines and white lines, respectively.

Figure 10. Damage level map by the index D using: (a) The pair of pre- and post-tsunami ALOS/PALSAR-1 data (P1); (b) the pair of pre-tsunami KOMPSAT-2 data and post-tsunami ALOS/PALSAR-1 data (P2); and (c) the pair of pre-tsunami KOMPSAT-2 data and pre-tsunami ALOS/PALSAR-1 data (P3). The index D values range from 0 to 1. The higher the D value is, the higher the damage level is. The built-up areas with high and low density are highlighted with red solid and dotted lines, respectively. The clouds are highlighted with white lines.
We first visually compared the damage level map produced using the pair of pre and post-tsunami PolSAR POAs (called P1 for convenience) in Figure 10a with the reference building damage map in Figure 6. The high and low damaged buildings in the reference data were considered because only physical damage affects the distribution of POA values, which determines the index D values. It is observed that physically damaged areas are distinguishable by the index D values. The noticeable small areas with the high index D values in Figure 10a are the areas where the high and low damaged buildings are concentrated according to the reference map in Figure 6.

These small areas in Figure 10a also have high index D values in Figure 10b, which is the damage level map generated using the pair of simulated pre-tsunami POAs from KOMPSAT-2 data and post-tsunami PolSAR POAs (P2). It indicates that the pre-tsunami PolSAR POAs can be substituted with the simulated POAs for damage assessment. For further validation, the map is produced using the pair of simulated POAs and PolSAR POAs for the pre-tsunami case (P3), as shown in Figure 10c. The index D values seem lower than those of the maps using P1 and P2, and the areas determined to be physically damaged according to the other maps are not conspicuous in Figure 10c.

For a quantitative evaluation, nine built-up districts with different damage levels are manually delineated. The location of each district is labeled on the reference map (Figure 6). The damage level was approximately estimated by referring not only to the reference map, but also to the images from Google Earth because the reference map does not cover the entire study site. There are four categories of the damage level, as in Reference [5]: 80–100% (D1, D9), 50–80% (D2, D3), 20–50% (D4, D5), and 0–20% (D6-D8). The high damage level indicates a severely damaged area. D9, where buildings are sparse, was referentially selected.

The means of the index D values of each district from the damage maps produced by three different pairs, P1, P2, and P3, were calculated, as shown in Table 3. It is observed that the mean values of the index D from P1 successfully distinguishes the level of damage in built-up areas. The value in D1 is 0.383, while in D7 it is 0.020. The other values of D2 to D6 from P1 increase as the damage level increases. The tendency of the values in P1 continues in the mean values of P2, although the mean values of each district in P1 and P2 are not exactly same. The values from P2 are 0.443, 0.276, 0.151, and 0.023 for D1, D2, D4, and D6, respectively. Figure 11 diagrammatically represents the increase in the mean values of D1 to D7 in P1 and P2 as the damage level increases. The quantitative evaluation shows that the index D values can assess the damage level in built-up areas and the simulated pre-disaster POAs from VHR optical data can replace pre-tsunami PolSAR POAs. The mean values of D8 relatively high compared to the mean values of D6 and D7, which have the same damage level of D8. A possible reason is discussed in Section 5.3.

Table 3. The mean value of the index D of districts with various levels of damage.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Districts</th>
<th>P1</th>
<th>P2</th>
<th>P3</th>
<th>Damage Level (%)</th>
<th>Dominant POA</th>
<th>Density of Building</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>D1</td>
<td>0.383</td>
<td>0.443</td>
<td>0.090</td>
<td>80–100</td>
<td>14,988</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D2</td>
<td>0.223</td>
<td>0.276</td>
<td>0.067</td>
<td>50–80</td>
<td>7,802</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D3</td>
<td>0.189</td>
<td>0.182</td>
<td>0.033</td>
<td>50–80</td>
<td>4,209</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D4</td>
<td>0.129</td>
<td>0.151</td>
<td>0.069</td>
<td>20–50</td>
<td>11,015</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D5</td>
<td>0.098</td>
<td>0.122</td>
<td>0.058</td>
<td>20–50</td>
<td>7,405</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D6</td>
<td>0.032</td>
<td>0.023</td>
<td>0.024</td>
<td>0–20</td>
<td>−7,839</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D7</td>
<td>0.020</td>
<td>0.004</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>0–20</td>
<td>4,004</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D8</td>
<td>0.127</td>
<td>0.234</td>
<td>0.204</td>
<td>0–20</td>
<td>29,747</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D9</td>
<td>0.328</td>
<td>0.191</td>
<td>0.048</td>
<td>80–100</td>
<td>−2,461</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 Dominant POA is a directional mean of the pre-tsunami ALOS/PALSAR-1 POA in each district.
The index D values from P3 should be low because there was no physical damage in built-up areas between the simulated pre-tsunami POAs and the pre-tsunami PolSAR POAs. Table 3 and Figure 11 show that the mean values from P3 are low and not related to the damage level. The values of D1 to D5 from P3 are relatively low compared to those from P1 and P2. No districts among D1 to D5 are determined as considerably damaged based on the values from P3. The highest value among them, 0.090 of D1, is lower than the any values of D1 to D5 from P2 and D1 is determined as almost undamaged. Furthermore, the values of D6 and D7, the damage levels of which are 0–20%, from P3 are similar to the values from the other pairs.

Unfortunately, it is impossible to establish an exact quantitative relationship between the index D values and the damage level due to the limited data, and the index D values, therefore, cannot determine the specific damage level in this article. The damage level in this article is divided into the four categories, and the damage level of each district was approximately estimated based on the reference data and the images from Google Earth. Moreover, there is an insufficient number of districts in the study site for estimating the quantitative relationship. Nonetheless, it is obvious that the damage level map presented by the index D values in Figure 10b, which is generated using the pre-tsunami KOMPSAT-2 data and the post-tsunami ALOS/PALSAR-1 data, can offer sufficient and important information of disaster-induced damage to initiate a rapid rescue operation.

5.3. Limitations of the Proposed Approach

The values of D8 and D9 in Table 3 show the limitations of the proposed method for investigating disaster-induced damage. One limitation is that an area with POA values close to 45° or −45° is possibly classified as damaged, according to the index D value. For instance, the mean of the index D values of D8 for P2, 0.234, is as high as those of the districts such as D1 to D3 that are more than 50% damaged (Table 3). It is caused by the low directional dispersions in areas with PolSAR POAs around 45° or −45°. The index D was designed based on the assumption that a directional dispersion of POAs in a small built-up area is reduced after damage occurs. However, the areas with PolSAR POAs around 45° or −45° is already low before damage occurs. In practice, Table 2 shows that the directional dispersions in areas with PolSAR POAs around 0° are high, and those around 45° or −45° are low.

A possible reason for the low directional dispersion values is the unstableness of arctangent induced by the denominator of Equation (5), as discussed in detail in Reference [21]. This certain problem with Equation (5) is that the results have a small area with a directional mean of POAs around 45° or −45° and have a low directional dispersion value of PolSAR POAs, even though buildings are physically intact. In contrast, the directional dispersions of the simulated POAs are independent of...
their directional mean values, as shown in Table 2. Consequently, the damage levels in such areas tend to be overestimated by the index D values from P2. The unstableness of arctangent further affects the damage assessment using P1, the pair of the pre and the post-tsunami PolSAR POA. The mean value of D8 from P1, 0.127, is high, although the estimated damage level is 0–20%. This limitation is manifested in Figure 10, as the areas with high index D values, where the buildings are physically intact, are located in the areas with POAs around 45° or −45°, according to Figure 7a.

A possible solution to this limitation is to use multiple post-disaster POAs with various azimuth directions. If there are two PolSAR data with 45° differences between the azimuth directions, the proposed method can effectively assess damage in any oriented built-up areas. In this respect, the airborne PolSAR data are advantageous because an azimuth direction of spaceborne SAR is restricted. Furthermore, using airborne data may enable assessment of individual building damage due to its fine resolution. However, the incidence angle of the airborne PolSAR data dramatically varies along the range direction, and PolSAR POA tends to be overestimated with a large incidence angle [21]. For accurate damage assessment using pre-disaster VHR optical data and multiple post-disaster airborne PolSAR, the proposed method should be modified based on the characteristics of airborne PolSAR data.

In addition, the proposed method failed to assess the damage level of a suburban area, D9. According to the value of D9 from P2, D9 is regarded as 50–80% damaged compared to the values of D1–D7 from P2. However, the actual damage level of D9 is 80–100%, manually determined using the Google Earth images. According to the value of D9 from P1, the damage level of D9 can be correctly determined. It is reasonable because the proposed simulation technique cannot precisely simulate POAs from VHR optical data in suburban areas, where buildings were sparsely distributed, as mentioned in Section 5.1. Since the proposed approach in this article is specialized at the densely built-up areas, damage in areas with other types of landcover cannot be investigated. To improve the damage assessment results, the proposed method can be refined using other advanced methods, such as in References [16,54], which are available for other land cover types.

6. Conclusions

A novel method of assessing disaster-induced damage using pre-event VHR optical data and post-event PolSAR data has been developed and evaluated. To achieve this, an approach to simulate POAs in built-up areas was proposed based on the relationship between POAs and building orientations. An index D was also proposed to present the damage level as considered that damaged buildings induce changes in the distributions of POA values. The index was calculated by subtracting the directional dispersion of the post-disaster POAs from that of the pre-disaster POAs at a certain scale of the built-up area. The experimental results demonstrated the usefulness of the proposed method. First, it well simulated the intrinsic parameter of PolSAR data, POA, using VHR optical data. Second, the proposed damage assessment method based on the index D can measure the level of damage. Finally, damage in built-up areas induced by the 2011 tsunami in Japan was successfully assessed using pre-tsunami KOMPSAT-2 data and post-tsunami ALOS/PALSAR-1 data.

The achievement in this article is expected to facilitate efficient and fast disaster-induced damage assessment, as the combination of pre-disaster VHR optical data and post-disaster PolSAR data is desirable for timely damage assessment. Furthermore, our approach is meaningful because it is the first to simulate a polarimetric parameter using optical data. The simulation approach can be used not only in damage assessment, but also in other applications related to built-up areas.

The two limitations of our approach will be overcome in the near future. One is that damage in the areas with PolSAR POAs around 45° or −45° tends to be overestimated. The other is that the method is concentrated on densely built-up areas, as a POA is quantitatively correlated with a building orientation. These problems can be resolved by using multiple PolSAR data with various azimuth directions and by combining the proposed method with other methods available for other land cover types.
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